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Print your own labels on-demand and in-house
with professional quality, durable inks and materials,
and instant, full control over your labeling process.

In-house digital label printing: fewer costs, greater capabilities
With a Kiaro! label printer, your packaging line becomes a LEAN line, with limited waste and
on-demand label printing for any size product run, for all of your SKUs. The benefits of printing
your own labels are numerous and instantly grant increased flexibility and control over your
packaging, including implementation of one piece flow.
By printing your own labels in-house you’ll be able to print exactly the number of labels you
need, whether a small quantity for specialized runs, prototype labels or mockups, or thousands
of labels for products you ship frequently – there are no limitations, and no minimum quantities
of professional, durable labels when you print your own with a Kiaro! label printer.
“The Kiaro! gave us the ability to get exactly what we needed, to create our labels
just-in-time, and it cut our cost on those labels by about 40%.”
– David Crompton, CEO of Quick Fitting.
With digital in-house printing, you can print photo quality labels in full color to awe customers
at retail with 1200 dpi printing, or color code your cartons in warehouses, with shipping labels
that include product imagery for easy identification. Plus when you print the exact quantity of
labels that you need, you’ll reduce the inventory of preprinted labels that are taking up valuable
warehouse real estate.
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The traditional two-step process of first, pre-printing color labels, and
second, over-printing them with barcodes and variable data, is costly,
inflexible, and prone to mislabeling errors. The Kiaro! is an essential
part of a LEAN manufacturing best practice that allows you to save a
step and print complete labels on-demand, replacing your purchased
pre-printed labels and traditional barcode printers. Starting from
blank stock, the Kiaro! prints full-color product labels direct from
digital sources such as enterprise systems, barcode labeling software,
or graphic design software.

“The Kiaro! offers us that
flexibility to print up a very
small number of labels as
opposed to having to ship
those labels to an outside
printer. We can customize
labels for products that suit the
specific needs of our doctors.
Without the Kiaro!, we wouldn’t
be able to offer that service.”
– Larry Thompson,
President, Progressive Labs

Quick Fitting is the leading manufacturer of “push
connect” plumbing fittings and valves sold at
Lowe’s, Tractor Supply Company, Ace Hardware,
and other major hardware retailers, and was able
to cut its costs by 40% when it began printing its
own retail plumbing labels just-in-time with the
Kiaro! inkjet label printer.
“It allows us a flexibility we didn’t have in the past.
If we ran out of labels– if we were even short by
30 labels – it cost us a shipment. With the Kiaro!
we just simply walk over to the unit and print out
some more labels,” says David Crompton.
The Kiaro! label printer enables any company
to print picture code labels for every product
variation – every SKU – on an as-needed, ondemand basis.

Kiaro!
The Kiaro! inkjet label printer is the premier in-house label printing
solution for short runs, with the industry leading combination of print
speed and quality. Designed to print labels for any application, the Kiaro!
label printer fits into any production facility, and gives manufacturers
instant full control over their labels.
For establishing LEAN processes, better equipping your facility to
manufacture just-in-time, or grasping greater control to reduce risks,
errors, and delays, the Kiaro! label printer is the solution for any business looking
to improve their labels.

Kiaro! D
The Kiaro! D prints labels
that are specifically designed to
stand up to abrasion, moisture,
fluctuating temperatures,
and even GHS BS 5609
specifications.

The Kiaro! D prints durable labels that can get dirty, wet, scuffed, and exposed to sunlight and
chemicals – all while maintaining legibility and color fastness. Thanks to its cutting-edge pigment
ink formulation and QuickLabel’s qualified label stocks, labels printed by the Kiaro! D comply
with GHS hazard warning labeling regulations, one of the most stringent physical label standards
in the world.
Variable color shoe box labels, hardware labels, electrical labels, lighting labels, industrial product
labels, and color warehouse labels are just some examples of ideal uses of the Kiaro! D, which is
compatible with matte polypropylene and paper label materials, and doesn’t require lamination
to make durable labels.
With the durable substrates provided by QuickLabel, you won’t worry about durability issues,
as the Kiaro! D prints labels that are specifically designed to stand up to abrasion, moisture,
fluctuating temperatures, and even GHS BS 5609 specifications.
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Printing labels in full color, 1200 dpi will allow
you to send two messages: that your product is
packaged safely, by a responsible manufacturer,
and that your company logo and branding stand
out from other competitors on shelves and in
storerooms. Plus you’ll be able to private label
your products for other business, creating
entirely new revenue streams.
While other companies are stuck with identical
packaging, you’ll gain valuable competitive
advantages by both maintaining GHS compliance
and showing off your signature brand (or
private label brands that you print for retailers
and wholesalers alike). The advertising real
estate offered by an in-house printed label with
messaging you craft will ensure your customers
and clients never
forget
where
their chemicals
are manufactured,
and who they’re
manufactured by.
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Specifications

Label Printer:
“Our operators love the
Kiaro!. It is so easy to use;
just load the labels, tell it what
to print, and the printer does
the rest itself!”
– Carmen Moore,
Packaging and Labeling
Engineer, Ortho Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Print Technology: Fixed Head Inkjet, 4 printhead CMYK
Production Modes: Batch Mode, Demand Mode
Print Modes: Best, Fast, and Economy
Print Resolution: 1200 x 1200 dpi
Kiaro! Print Speed: 2 – 8 ips (50mm – 200mm/s). User selectable and automatic.
Kiaro! D Print Speed: 2 - 5.9 ips (50 mm/sec - 150 mm/s). User selectable.
Label Sensing: Gap, Reflective mark, and Continuous
Connectivity: Built-in USB 2.0, Gigabit Ethernet, and RS232C
Optional Accessories: label rewinder, built-in cutter

Label Print Area:
The Kiaro! prints edge-to-edge, full-bleed labels
• Print Width: 0.875” – 4.17” (22.2mm – 105.9mm)
• Print Length: 0.1” – 15.6” (3.0 – 397mm)

Label Printing Supplies:
• Ink Cartridges: Separate cartridges for each: Cyan, Magenta,Yellow, and Black ink
• Kiaro! Ink Type: Dye-based, developed to withstand moderate moisture & UV light exposure
• Kiaro! D Ink Type: Pigment-based, developed to withstand abrasion, moisture and
fluctuating temperatures
• Ink Cartridge Capacity: 240mL (230mL usable)
• CMYK Printhead Array: Set of four CMYK printheads
• Purge Unit: Printhead cleaning component
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•
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Maintenance Cartridge: pad absorbs spent ink resulting from cleaning process
Label Type: Roll or Fanfold
Label Width: 1” – 4.72” (25.4mm – 120mm)
Label Length: 0.23” – 15.74” (6mm – 400mm)
Label Thickness: 5.7 Mil – 10 Mil maximum (145 – 245 microns)
Label Material Type: Inkjet receptive label materials, including matte and glossy stocks
Label Roll Size: Up to 8” (200mm) Outside Diameter

“With a Kiaro! we don’t build
up our inventory anymore; we
don’t have any dead money
sitting on the shelf. It’s been
absolutely phenomenal.”
– David Crompton,
CEO, Quick Fitting

Software:
• Labeling Software: Custom QuickLabel® software (included) or NiceLabel®
software (optional)
• Windows® Driver: Kiaro! printer driver for Windows® 8/7/Vista/XP (32 & 64-bit, included)

Barcodes:
All major barcodes supported, including 2D GS1 DataMatrix and QR Codes

Physical:
•
•
•
•

Power Supply: 100 – 240V, 50 – 60Hz
Power Consumption: 4 amp (84 watts)
Dimensions: 15” W x 22” D x 15.5” H (386mm W x 570mm D x 394 mm H)
Operating Environment: Climate-controlled production environment. Maintain
temperature between 59°F – 86°F (15°C – 30°C), 10 – 80% Relative Humidity.
• Regulatory Compliance:WEEE, RoHS, REACH, Energy Star/year 2009), ERP LOT6
(energy conservation stand-by mode), TSCA/OSHA/EU Directive
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See a Kiaro! for yourself
The best way to fully understand how much a Kiaro! or Kiaro! D label printer can boost
your production, save you money, and save you time is to see one demonstrated right in
your facility. Our label printing experts will bring a Kiaro! right to your door, print your
existing artwork, and show you the true advantages of in-house label printing.
To see a Kiaro! for yourself, give us a call! 877-757-7978 (USA),
800-565-2216 (Canada), 01628 668836 (UK)
About QuickLabel Systems and Astro-Med, Inc.
QuickLabel Systems is a leading manufacturer of digital color label printers used by
manufacturers and processors who want to print their own labels in-house instead of buying
pre-printed labels. QuickLabel Systems is a brand of Astro-Med, Inc., a manufacturer of
high tech specialty printing systems and data acquisition systems for test and measurement.
Astro-Med, Inc. (NASDAQ: ALOT) is a member of the Russell Microcap® Index. Additional
information is available by visiting QuickLabel.com.
Keep up with QuickLabel Systems on Twitter at Twitter.com/QuickLabel, on Facebook at
Facebook.com/QuickLabel and on LinkedIn at LinkedIn.com/company/quicklabel

More short-run label printing solutions from QuickLabel Systems

USA WORLD HEADQUARTERS
600 East Greenwich Ave.
West Warwick, RI 02893 USA
Toll-Free (877) 757-7978 | Fax: (401) 822-2430
E-mail: info@QuickLabel.com | QuickLabel.com
©2015 QuickLabel Systems, an Astro-Med, Inc brand. All rights reserved. Pricing, service, and
support programs may vary by country. Your local QuickLabel Sales and Service Center is the best
source of information about our offerings. Specifications and prices subject to change at any time
without notice.

Kiaro! 200 and Kiaro! 200D wide-Format
inkjet label printer

Kiaro! 50 and Kiaro! 50D
compact inkjet label printer!
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